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Abstract

We live in a world of communication overload, where there is a wide range of platforms and devices to choose from, each providing massive content, offering different affordances, and fighting for our attention. Mobile technologies have contributed to expectations of anywhere anytime connectedness, making it hard for individuals to switch off. As a result, it can be hard to feel truly disconnected from work. A lack of control over work-home boundary cross-overs and interruptions can reduce post-work recovery, reducing productivity and increasing stress. Technology is not inherently good or bad, but rather, the way it is adopted and used can positively or negatively colour one’s experience. As such, in this critical review we take a social constructionist approach to emphasise how communication technologies are challenging as well as supporting work-home boundary management. In doing so, we bring together work from occupational psychology (boundary theory) and human-computer interaction (computer-mediated communication and cross-device interaction). Understanding how these aspects interact and influence each other is important in order to support individuals appropriately, inform policies and guidelines, and ensure both social and digital interactions are designed carefully.

Introduction

The growing number of mobile communication technologies and computer-mediated communication (CMC) platforms has brought numerous benefits to and enrichments of the way we work and socialise. However, they also lead to the challenge of being always
connected, which can be a source of stress (Barley, Meyerson, & Grodal, 2011). The extent to, and the ways in, which digital technologies foster stress, especially in relation to work-home boundary management, has been of particular interest in occupational psychology and to a lesser extent in human-computer interaction. Understanding this relationship has important implications for improving workplace wellbeing. In fact, work-related stress is a major health problem in the work environment, costing over £5 billion a year just in the UK (HSE, 2017).

Most work looking at how workers are affected by this constant connection to platforms and devices belongs to the field of occupational psychology, where efforts have been directed towards understanding work-home boundary management practices and developing boundary theory (e.g., Ashforth, Kreiner, & Fugate, 2000; Kossek, Ruderman, Braddy, & Hannum, 2012; Rice, 2017). In contrast, work investigating the ways in which ubiquitous technology is changing our way of working comes primarily from the field of human-computer interaction (HCI), where there is a large body of work looking at computer supported mediated work and availability management (Cecchinato, Cox, & Bird, 2017; Mazmanian & Erickson, 2014). While the two fields complement each other nicely, there is still little research that focuses on how the two overlap. In this chapter, we present a critical review (Grant & Booth, 2009) of the literature from occupational psychology and HCI to create an up-to-date understanding of how communication technologies are affecting work-home boundary management.

The social construction of technology (SCOT) approach guides our review to explain how users experience work-home boundaries and their use of technology, as a result of interactions that define the experiences. This means, rather than relying on a false dichotomy that technology can be good or bad, SCOT researchers have shown how there is a two-way
relationship in how technology is influencing society and vice-versa, otherwise known as “interpretive flexibility” (Klein & Kleinman, 2002). Kalman (2016, p. 9) explains that, “[i]t is not the use of ICTs that blurs the boundaries between work and home, but rather the managers, colleagues or clients who expect work to be carried out at home (or family and friends who expect employees to divert attention to them during the workday)”. Similarly, individuals co-construct, manage and negotiate boundaries around their roles through social interactions. As Kreiner, Hollensbe and Sheep (2009) point out, boundary theory offers an ideal lens to study work-home boundaries within the social-constructionist approach. Our review focuses on the role that communication technologies play in shaping boundary management. As such, we emphasise how the relationship between individuals and technology can bring both enrichment and challenges, and by doing so, we are able to unearth strategies that can help individuals and organisations around boundary management.

We start by covering how boundary research has evolved over time and in response to changes in technology, and then explain how mobile devices have shifted work outside the office (and family issues inside the office) through a proliferation of devices and CMC platforms that can support and challenge boundary management, negotiation, and availability. With particular focus on how this impacts knowledge workers (Pyöriä, 2005) who have flexible working practices, we start by reviewing boundary theory to explain work-home conflicts and enrichment. We then reflect on how these have changed as new communication technologies have been introduced. Finally, we conclude with an assessment of boundary management strategies that can be applied top-down and bottom-up to show how policy makers, practitioners and individuals can support better boundary management. Understanding these aspects can help researchers guide future work on boundary
management in the digital age, and practitioners know where to focus efforts when designing interactions with communication technologies.

**Terminology**

As this chapter brings together research from different fields, we clarify key terms in our review, namely what we mean by “boundary management” and “communication technologies”. We refer to *boundary management* as any practice that an individual puts in place when creating, negotiating, and maintaining boundaries around work and home. Boundary theory literature does not agree on the terms used to describe the domains around the boundaries: as Allen (2013) points out, the terms work vs. home, work vs. family, and work vs. life are often used interchangeably to cover the variety of life roles. Here, we choose to use the umbrella expression *work-home boundaries* and to juxtapose *work vs. personal* to broadly differentiate between life roles and domains that are not necessarily confined to a specific time or space. For a deeper discussion around this terminology, see Moen (2011).

From an HCI perspective, we use *communication technologies* as an umbrella term that encompasses both communication *platforms* (e.g., email, WhatsApp) and communication *devices* (e.g. smartphones, laptops). To simplify, while the former refers to the software or applications, the latter represents the hardware through which we can communicate. In particular, rather than “channel”, which can refer to the device or medium in communication research, we use the term “platform” to refer to the means by which one accesses content or communication.

**Work-home Boundaries**

Over the past 20 years, popular media have reported the growing interest in “work-life balance”, or the ideal equilibrium of wellbeing in all aspects of one’s life (Kreiner et al., 2009), as the outcome of a more complex process of work-home boundary management. The
idea of balance is rooted in balance theory, as first described by Fritz Heider (1946). When people perceive important aspects of their life as being part of a system, they are inclined to maintain a state of balance among these elements, often through a “a juggling act”, where “some balls (roles) are larger (more demanding), some weigh more than others” (Roche, 2015, p. 18). How we juggle all these roles depends on many factors, some of which can have a positive impact on work-life balance (e.g., job satisfaction, telework), while others can impact it negatively (e.g., work overload and job demands).

**Boundary Theory**

In general, boundaries are delimitations of an area, which can refer to a physical space (e.g., a country, a home), or a more abstract domain (e.g., a role). When referred to work and personal domains, boundaries have been classified as physical, temporal, or psychological (Clark, 2000). *Physical boundaries* for example can be the walls of an office, or a dedicated desk in the home of a telecommuter. *Temporal boundaries* refer to strict schedules, like a nine to five job, and/or explicit transitions between working time and family time, such as using the commute to shift and detach from one role to another. Finally, *psychological boundaries* are the series of rules self-created to establish which behaviours and attitudes belong to which domain and preferences for the balance among the domains.

Boundaries can be conceptualised along an integration-segmentation continuum (Ashforth et al., 2000). At one end of the continuum are individuals who tend to have work and home domains fully integrated, where “home” and “work” are “one giant category of social existence, for no conceptual boundary separates its contents or meaning” (Nippert-Eng, 1996, p. 567). At the other end are those for whom work and home are perceived as two completely separated worlds. Kossek, Ruderman, Braddy, and Hannum (2012) describe three main boundary styles that extend the integration-segmentation continuum paradigm, and
include: *separators*, *volleyers*, and *integrators*. While integrators and separators reflect behaviours of those at the two extremes of Ashforth’s continuum, volleyers are people who rely on both strategies and switch between them depending on job structure and family situation (Kossek, Baltes, & Matthews, 2011).

On a daily basis, individuals can experience repeated shifts between the different roles in different domains, each having *different* responsibilities and resources (e.g., employee and parent). These shifts are known as a “micro-role transitions” (Ashforth et al., 2000) and happen, for example, when a parent receives a phone call or email from their child’s school while at work. Ashforth, Kreiner and Fugate (2000) distinguish them from “macro-role transitions”, where these shifts are less frequent and occur more generally within the same domain from an old role to a new role, which comes with *new* responsibilities and resources (e.g., moving from being a PhD student to becoming a faculty member).

The nature of the boundaries (physical, temporal, or psychological) and the degree of permeability to which they allow cross-overs (or micro-role transitions) has been attributed as the result of three factors: (1) identity centrality, (2) perceived sense of control (Kossek et al., 2012), and (3) the importance of work norms (Park, Fritz, & Jex, 2011). These, along with boundary strategies (which will be discussed at the end of the chapter), make up one’s boundary management style (Kossek et al., 2012).

*Identity centrality*. Grounded in identity theory, identity or role centrality is an indication of the value that an individual puts on each of his or her roles and reflects the time and energy invested in a role. Identity centrality can be of four types: work, family, dual, or other (e.g., where priority is given to hobbies).

*Perceived boundary control*. This refers to a sense of control over how permeable boundaries are and it is a psychological interpretation rather than a personal trait. Perceived
boundary control can be high or low. People with high boundary control feel they are in control of when, how often, and in which direction boundary crossings occur, based on their role demands and centrality. Contrarily, people with lower boundary control perceive lower agency around boundary spill-overs and are more likely to experience work-family conflict. Kossek et al. (2012) found that boundary control is negatively correlated with role conflict and stress and suggested that regardless of one’s preference for integration or segmentation, what makes the difference in boundary management satisfaction is a sense of boundary control.

Work norms. Because of its basis in social-constructionism (i.e., the idea that boundaries are constructed in relation to others), an individual’s integration-segmentation behaviour has been found to be consistent with segmenting norms in their workplace (Park et al., 2011). That is to say, if a person experiences high segmentation in their organisation, he or she will be more likely to adopt a more segmented boundary style, for example by not check work emails outside of working hours. Similarly, there may be a certain expectation of how one might integrate or segment, sometimes accompanied by company policies or guidelines.

Work-home Conflict

Each role of an individual comes with its own expectations of time, attention, and resources. However, these many roles may often conflict with each other. “Work-life conflict occurs when the role demands in one domain interfere with meeting the demands of a role in another domain” (Olson-Buchanan & Boswell, 2006, p. 436). Such conflict has been linked to several undesirable outcomes, such as burnout, absenteeism, and stress (Amstad, Meier, Fasel, Elfering, & Semmer, 2011; Greenhaus & Powell, 2006; Kreiner et al., 2009). Just like different roles have different expectations, also different environments like work and home
have strong (but often contrasting) expectations around rules, behaviours, and attitudes (Clark, 2000). The tensions, the interactions, and the management strategies thus created around the role/environment border are an interesting area of investigation still underexplored.

Researchers (Ashforth et al., 2000; Hall & Richter, 1988) have suggested that more integration of work and home can lead to negative consequences. For example, the permeability of an integrated role allows interruptions, which in turn leads to increased confusion as to what role to adopt at that moment. This implies that individuals with higher integration have more difficulty disengaging from different roles when in a specific domain, causing negative affect and less task enjoyment (Williams, Suls, Alliger, Learner, & Wan, 1991). This is especially true if we think about ubiquitous technology that, for example, allows work communication to interrupt family time on a Sunday evening, or vice-versa, personal emails to be sent to a work account while in the office. Those who sit on the integration end of the continuum might be more likely to respond to a work email received out of office hours, interrupting their personal life; and the opposite scenario is just as likely (Ashforth et al., 2000).

Interruptions can also challenge those who have more segmented boundaries and roles. As Olson-Buchanan and Boswell (2006) point out, those with segmented roles have a more negative reaction, feel more strained, and experience more inter-role conflict when an interruption occurs, compared to individuals with more integrated roles. Let’s take the example of receiving a work email outside of working hours: while for those who prefer to integrate it can help them keep on top of work, for those who prefer to segment work-home boundaries it can be a source of stress because they find it harder to ignore the work message during non-work time (Cecchinato, Cox, & Bird, 2015b; Pielot, Church, & de Oliveira,
2014). This role-referencing can result in mental preoccupation with another role, leading to strain-based work-home conflict (Olson-Buchanan & Boswell, 2006).

While it is important to understand that cross-role interruptions and spill-overs can occur for both integrators and separators, it is even more important to remember that these conflicts have a bi-directional nature, meaning work can interrupt non-work and non-work can equally disrupt work, depending on which role one choses to engage in (Greenhaus & Powell, 2006; Kossek et al., 2012; Kreiner et al., 2009).

**Work-home Enrichment**

Not all role-referencing and spill-overs have negative effects. Greenhaus and Powell (2006) propose a model of Work-Family Enrichment in which work and family are allies, and the enrichment comes from “the extent to which experiences in one role improve the quality of life in the other role” (Greenhaus & Powell, 2006, p. 73). The authors offer an extensive review on prior work measuring work-home enrichment and identify: (i) *five resources* that can promote work-family enrichment (skills and perspectives, psychological and physical resources, social-capital resources, flexibility, and material resources); (ii) *two mechanisms* through which resources promote enrichment (performance, and affect); and (iii) *several moderators* that determine conditions for resources in one role to enrich another role (salience of role, perceived relevance of resources, and consistency of resources with norms and requirements).

As with work-home conflict, work-home enrichment also has a bi-directional nature. One of the five resources, flexibility, is of particular relevance. Flexibility is the ability to determine location, timing, and pace with which role requirements are met; communication technology enables us to achieve such flexibility, but also may impose too much flexibility
and obligations. In the next section we will analyse how affordances and features of communication technologies are affecting work-home boundaries.

**How Aspects of Communication Technologies Affect Work-Home Boundaries**

Digital technologies increase flexibility by enabling employees to access their work and of their personal life anytime and in any place (Allen, 2013; Boswell & Olson-Buchanan, 2007). They do so by shifting where we can work, which in turn defines how multi-device ecologies are used, by shaping what work or personal role we convey through ecologies of communication platforms, and finally by challenging the expectations and awareness of one’s availability around work or personal domains.

**Work Place and Space Shift**

Mobility as an affordance of communication technology (Axtell, Hislop, & Whittaker, 2008; Rice et al., 2017) can shape and determine how, for example, teleworkers do their job (Brown & O’Hara, 2003). There are several interpretations around what constitutes mobility, ranging from contrasting the static or mobile location of where a computer can be situated in the physical space (e.g., a desktop PC can only be on a table, whereas a mobile phone can be carried in a pocket everywhere) (Oulasvirta, Petit, Raento, & Sauli, 2007), to more abstract interpretations that refer to mobility as the ability to move across space and time through a mobile device for work or personal reasons (Cousins & Robey, 2015).

Today’s workspace is distributed across multiple artefacts and locations, which yield to trends in device specialisation, parallelism, and fragmentation (Santosa & Wigdor, 2013). This device specialisation is not just limited to work spaces but also involves the home. Devices are used differently depending on where they are used and for what reason. Kawsar and Brush (2013), looking at how multiple devices were used in the home, identified spatial and temporal habits of common Internet activities. In terms of location, more personal
activities (e.g., social networking) took place in private spaces (e.g., the bathroom) where interruptions are less acceptable and less likely to happen. More public and shared spaces (e.g., kitchen) instead were used for work purposes, as well as personal reasons.

To make sense of mobility and what it means for work-home boundaries, it is useful to rely on Harrison and Dourish’s (1996) distinction between space and place, where the former is defined as a physical location and the latter prescribes behaviours for a specific space. More simply, spaces become places through the social interactions that happen in them. For workers with flexible working patterns, communication technology has made it more complicated to distinguish between different places. Thinking about Kawsar and Brush’s (2013) findings, the same space or locale (e.g., a kitchen) becomes populated with different places (e.g., an office space to work, but also an eating area for the family). Such places have temporal properties: “the same space can be different places at different times” (Harrison & Dourish, 1996, p. 7). What happens when those different times overlap or are not clearly defined?

More than twenty years later, we question what happens when digital spaces and physical spaces are collocated, and particularly when they define incongruent work and personal places with overlapping temporal properties. Multi-device interaction has in fact created distributed workspaces, defined as “virtual areas spanning multiple devices across all physical working locations” (Santosa & Wigdor, 2013, p. 63). Kawsar and Brush’s insights are interesting and novel but not as discerning as they could have been, for example taking Dourish’s (2006) distinction between space and place. For example, what happens when digital and physical places overlap and create work-home conflict? How can interactions with technology, especially for distributed workspaces, be better designed to avoid such conflicts?

Using Multi-device Ecologies around Work-Home Spaces
Before mobile technologies were introduced in our everyday lives, boundaries between work and home were more defined. Today, 77% of Americans own a smartphone, 51% own a tablet (Pew Research, 2018), 5% own a smartwatch (The NPD Group, 2017), and these numbers are growing. Thus, understanding user interactions across multiple devices has become an active area of research, especially in more recent years. Bødker and Klokmose talk about all the devices “that a person owns, has access to, and uses” as “device ecologies” (Bødker & Klokmose, 2012, p. 448), and argue how these are constantly changing and adapting to the environment and the user. How combinations of devices are chosen and used for specific purposes needs to be understood, especially if this is different for work and for personal reasons, thus affecting boundary management.

When Blackberries became widespread, work-related emails got pushed to recipients’ pockets, rather than being stored for later retrieval, providing an always-online experience and contributing to the addictive effect email can have on mobile devices (Mazmanian, Yates, & Orlikowski, 2006; Turel & Serenko, 2010). Once smartphones, like the iPhone, became popular, Dery, Kolb and MacCormick (2014) noticed that people used mobile phones mostly for personal use and associated BlackBerrys instead only with work. This meant that many users relied on two devices to keep boundaries separate between home and work, as Cousins and Robey also identified (2015). This is one strategy that people may adopt to disconnect from work outside the office.

However, mobile devices (laptops, smartphones, and tablets) also constitute a bridge across work and personal boundaries, as Dearman and Pierce (2008) and Fleck, Cox and Robison (2015) found. Karlson, Meyers, Jacobs, Johns and Kane (2009) looked specifically at multi-device use and the impact on boundaries and working time. Their data logs and follow-up interviews showed that participants accessed work email outside working hours.
and relied on their phone whenever they did not have access to a PC. They found that people in their sample preferred to be constantly connected with work and life domains through their mobile phones and emails, as this connectedness gave participants a stronger sense of perceived control. These findings support Greenhaus and Powell’s (2006) idea of work-family enrichment, and the importance of perceived boundary control supported by Kossek et al. (2012).

More recently, device ecologies have started to include also wearable technology, such as smartwatches. In contrast to mobile devices that can be placed in pockets and bags, wrist-worn devices are always in contact with its user and as such can be more discreet, allowing minimal interference between the user and the task, but at the same time they can also be more disruptive, as they are both “always on” in function as well as “always on the user”. Therefore, smart wrist-worn devices introduce the opportunity to explore new research areas of mobile user experience in relation to boundary management. So far, very little work has looked at this, with one exception. Cecchinato and colleagues (Cecchinato & Cox, 2017; Cecchinato, Cox, & Bird, 2015a; Cecchinato et al., 2017) analysed how smartwatches are used within device ecologies and how they impact boundary management. We found that smartwatches are used strategically to better manage notifications and filter important messages to the wrist, as well as to help individuals manage their availability to others, by leveraging the limited functionalities and the material properties of the watch. For example, users would rely on the act of taking off the watch at home or at the end of the day as a ritual to help them disconnect from their work day.

The next section moves from devices to platforms to analyse how they impact work-home boundaries, particularly when it comes to portraying ourselves and our availability through CMC.
Using Multi-platform Ecologies for Work and Personal Roles

The typical individual enacts several roles throughout the day, such as parent, colleague, friend, employee, etc., none of which exists in a vacuum. How we choose to use CMC platforms tells something about how we decide to portray ourselves to others and could help inform how technology helps co-construct and negotiate work-home boundaries (Diaz, Chiaburu, Zimmerman, & Boswell, 2012).

Goffman’s (1959) dramaturgical approach offers a lens to understand how users might decide to portray themselves. Goffman builds on the idea that most behaviours are bounded in space and time, and guided by specific norms belonging to the context. Farnham and Churchill apply this to the digital and physical self and call this “faceted identity”, where “different aspects of identity are performed depending on context, and expect that identity faceting will vary depending on the individual” (2011, p. 2). Similarly, Nippert-Eng discussed how self and identity are negotiated around time and space, when discussing what constitutes “work” and “home”: We each make “some sort of distinction between who we are when we are ‘at work’ and ‘at home’”. This distinction may be quite remarkable for some (currently segmenting) people, hardly noticeable for other (extremely integrating) ones. However different our home and work selves are, though, boundary work supports these variations in who we are” (Nippert-Eng, 1996, p. 569).

Market predictors have seen, and expect, a strong growth in the use of mobile devices for any form of communication. Use of email on phones used to be an exception, done primarily when fully-featured computers were not available, but as work becomes more flexible, its use “on-the-go” is more popular and accepted: approximately 50% of email users access it on their mobile devices (Radicati Group, 2015b; Specht, 2018). Instant messaging
accounts, which today are over 3.2 billion, are expected to grow at a 4% rate until 2019, particularly for business use compared to personal use (Radicati Group, 2015a).

CMC platform can be used for work purposes, personal reasons, or both, and the reason may be influenced by the device they are accessed on. The ways in which people use communication technologies is rapidly evolving (Dery et al., 2014) and communication in the workplace has become particularly challenging compared to personal communication because it is becoming “more acceptable to have informal, non-informative, and non-work related (e.g., personal) conversations via an instant message service or with mobile devices in the workplace” (Cho, Ramgolam, Schaefer, & Sandlin, 2011, p. 40; Fortunati, 2002). In fact, while work communication is fragmented across different devices, it is now also distributed across a growing number of platforms, which go beyond just email and include for example instant messaging (e.g., Skype, Slack, WhatsApp) and social media (e.g. Facebook and Workplace by Facebook). As a result, some argue that we live in a world of communication overload (Cho et al., 2011), where the rate and quantity of messages sent and received over a growing number of devices and platform can make it harder for individuals to process them.

Despite the fragmentation of platforms, previous work has identified a trend for strong curation of communication around different platforms, in order to keep work and personal exchanges separate. This behaviour can be associated with a desire to better manage work and personal boundaries, as well as to improve retrieval of information (Cecchinato, Sellen, Shokouhi, & Smyth, 2016). Recently, Nowens, Griggio, and Mackay (2017) suggested that users may create idiosyncratic communication “places” within the “space” of the same app (using Harrison and Dourish’s (1996) definitions), adjusting rules based on the person they are communicating with. In other words, each platform (i.e., space) is associated with different rules (i.e., making it a particular place) and these rules are personal to the
users, rather than inherent in the communication app. For example, the authors report the case of a participant who is friends with a colleague, so whenever he wants to contact the colleague for non-work purposes he will use Facebook Messenger, but he would not use WhatsApp because he sees it as a too personal platform. Other researchers have specifically compared different communication platform such as Facebook vs. Gmail (Shen, Brdiczka, & Ruan, 2013) or WhatsApp vs SMS (Church & de Oliveira, 2013) and found similar results. When the rules for a particular platform are not respected by others, work-home boundary conflict can occur. Cecchinato, Cox and Bird (2015b) report the case of a participant whose friends and family would email her on her work account when she is in the office instead of using what she would consider a personal platform (e.g., her personal account) because they know she is more likely to see the message in a timely manner. These examples emphasise how the context of a communication platform, the personal preference for use, as well as how it used in relation to others, can affect work-home boundary management.

Given this fragmentation of platforms used for work and personal communications and the risks that might arise for work-home boundary management, users have developed or socially constructed new habits across devices and channels, and it is through these new habits that work-home boundary management can be further challenged or enriched. For example, Matthews, Pierce, and Tang (2009) found that users preferred their phone to triage messages in the inbox because they could easily swipe to delete or archive emails, while fully featured computers were used for reading and replying to emails, especially work ones. They also observed that smartphones were used to maintain awareness of information while away from a computer, e.g., by checking emails from remote collaborators. Other researchers have found that these checking or monitoring activities happen primarily outside of working hours, such as early morning or evening, or at weekends (Kawsar & Brush, 2013), reinforcing the
notion that smartphones have the ability to blur work-home boundaries, depending on how available one decides to be.

**Expectations of Work and Personal Availability**

The use of communication technologies can have a positive effect, increasing work satisfaction (Diaz et al., 2012) and empowering users to work where and when they feel is best, for example shifting an activity to a “dead time” to relieve pressure of availability (Bittman, Brown, & Wajcman, 2009). However, it also facilitates the blurring of boundaries (Boswell & Olson-Buchanan, 2007), increasing vulnerability to work-home conflict. As a result, it is more difficult for employees to distance themselves from work during non-working time (Park et al., 2011); that is, work-family boundary management tends to be asymmetric (Rice, 2017). It is worth noting that unlike personal life, which is not necessarily bound in time, work life is generally confined within certain hours, even if these are flexible and fragmented throughout the day. As a result, the challenges of constant availability for work can have worse implications compared to personal and indeed have been associated with stress and burnout (e.g. Amstad et al., 2011; Kossek et al., 2012). However, while this phenomenon is more salient in the work context, it also applies to personal life, whereby friends and family still expect timely responses (O’Hara, Massimi, Harper, Rubens, & Morris, 2014) causing role conflict in the individual, who has to more frequently complete micro-role transitions. In this section we will first analyse the challenges of expecting availability, before we move on to how curating others’ awareness of one’s availability and unavailability can help regain control over work-home boundary cross-overs.

Managing availability after working hours can be so challenging, some refer to it as “the new night shift”, where employees log back into work platforms (or never log out) to respond to messages (Boswell, Olson-Buchanan, Butts, & Becker, 2016). When this constant
connectivity is not motivated by the individual’s gains, it is generally the result of social expectations and work pressures (Barley et al., 2011). As a result, an individual may feel expected to be more attentive and responsive to incoming messages. Motivated by the desire to understand temporal patterns of responses in asynchronous CMC, Kalman and Rafaeli (2005) analysed chronemics (i.e., the role of time in communication) in three existing datasets of communication exchanges and found that people either reply relatively quickly or they do not reply at all. Despite digital communication having the benefit of being able to be asynchronous, people feel the need to reply quickly or be apologetic if their answer is delayed (Mazmanian, Orlikowski, & Yates, 2005; Mazmanian et al., 2006). That is because quick responses give non-verbal cues of immediacy and presence, i.e., being constantly available (Kalman, Ravid, Raban, & Rafaeli, 2006). If we are not constantly available, we feel we need to justify ourselves. In addition, aggravating this problem, some companies are even selling their employees’ rapid and sometimes constant ("24/7") availability as part of the company’s services (Mazmanian & Erickson, 2014). Given the more or less perceived expectations of a need for quick replies at any time, users are often expected to pay attention to their devices and any incoming notifications. Dingler and Pielot (2015) quantified attentiveness towards mobile messaging, analysing logs of mobile messaging notifications and user attentiveness for 42 participants over the course of two weeks. They found that people are attentive to messages for approximately 12.1 hours of the day, with higher peaks during weekdays and evenings. Taking this back to work-home boundary management, the pressures of having to constantly pay attention to work and/or personal communication, even when not currently embodying that role, can become overwhelming (Barley et al., 2011; Kossek et al., 2012; Mazmanian et al., 2006).

**Awareness of Work and Personal Availability**
If availability is something that belongs to oneself, the awareness of that availability is instead obtained by those we interact with. Understanding how to manage the two sides of this coin is crucial when taking a social-constructionist approach of boundary management. Awareness of one’s availability can be gained in a number of ways: by explicitly asking/being told, by assumption, or by taking notice of the other person’s habits. Of relevance, there are specific features in communication platforms that are used to infer one’s availability and attentiveness to messages: these are referred to as awareness cues (Oulasvirta et al., 2007; Rice et al., 2017) and can be for example, read receipts, notifications, or online statuses to infer other people’s activity (O’Hara et al., 2014). Understanding how people make use of awareness cues is important for work-home boundary management, because it can help identify where conflicts might arise and how to reduce them. Knowing when and how to communicate availability or unavailability can be a useful strategy to help shift between work and personal roles.

The first research to provide an in-depth analysis of the issues around awareness cues in mobile devices was conducted by Oulavirta et al. (2007), who found that participants were able to infer someone’s activity (e.g., sleeping), someone’s potential availability to engage in some sort of communication (e.g., based on when they were last online), or even social situation (e.g., if two people were in the same location). A substantial body of work has looked at how these cues are used particularly in the work context to infer response times and one’s availability (e.g., Avrahami, Fussell, & Hudson, 2008; Birnholtz, Bi, & Fussell, 2012; Dourish & Bellotti, 1992). Since the initial work was published in 2007, the inclusion of awareness cues in instant messaging tools has become widespread. WhatsApp in particular allows users to be notified when a message is sent and delivered, with the use of two separate ticks next to each message. In addition, it displays the last time a user was online, a feature
that can be disabled. Since that study was published, WhatsApp has added an additional feature: a change in colour (from grey to blue) in the two ticks to notify when a message has been read. In their study of 20 WhatsApp users, O’Hara et al. (2014) uncovered “doings”, i.e., ways of engaging with relationships through IM-like applications. For example, the authors talk about “plausible deniability” and “plausible accounting” when discussing awareness features (i.e., “last seen online” and receipt ticks). They claim that these awareness features are not necessarily perceived as a precursor of interaction and communication—as Nardi, Whittaker and Bradner (2000) argue when discussing the use of IM in the office—but are instead messages per se, which they define as an “encounter of knowing” (i.e., the user gains insight about the interlocutor without having to communicate with him or her) as opposed to an “encounter of communication”. These awareness features add temporal properties to a communication, which need to be interpreted based on the interlocutor’s habits (e.g., how quickly are they likely to reply). O’Hara and colleagues (2014) explain how, when the communication happens between friends or family, these temporal patterns can be easily explained, but issues of social pressure to respond rise with particular, less intimate, relationships, such as with acquaintances or work colleagues. In these circumstances, knowing that someone has received and read a message can lead to an expectation that a reply will be sent immediately.

As a consequence, user behaviour has evolved as people have become more aware of how their behaviour can trigger these cues to be sent to others. Users therefore adopt strategies to avoid triggering such cues. For example, we found that one of the ways in which smartwatches help people to manage their availability, and therefore their work-home boundaries, is that they enable users to read the text of any incoming message without any
awareness cues being sent (Cecchinato & Cox, 2017; Cecchinato et al., 2017). Thus, curating others’ awareness of one’s availability can help regain control over boundary cross-overs.

Awareness cues are also used by receivers of a message as a way of communicating *unavailability*, and therefore protecting their personal (or work) time. For example, Birnholtz and colleagues (Birnholtz, Guillory, Hancock, & Bazarova, 2010; Birnholtz, Hancock, Smith, & Reynolds, 2012), and Patterson et al. (2008) report strategies to avoid being constantly connected and create boundaries between devices and work and personal roles, for example by marking oneself as “away” or “invisible” on messaging platforms, despite being at their computer. Birnholtz et al. (2010) call these “butler lies”, but focused in particular on explicitly verbalized lies or linguistic solutions to overcome the technology design limitations in teenagers (e.g., saying “sorry I just saw you text” when actually it was seen straight away). The authors highlight the importance of being able to manage and coordinate one’s unavailability, especially in our always-connected society. These “lies provide a useful window into the broader sociotechnical problem of unavailability and inattention management” (Birnholtz, Hancock et al., 2012, p. 35). Unfortunately, technology can give away the truth without the user necessarily realizing it. For example, automatic read receipts can uncover whether someone has really just read a message or indeed had delayed a reply and verbally lied about it. Ultimately, this emphasizes how managing work-home boundaries through communication technologies requires a multi-pronged effort from individuals and those they interact with (based on what strategies they use and how these are interpreted), organizations (what guidelines and training to they put in place) and interaction designers (how they design technology to support users’ boundary preferences). We discuss these aspects in the following final section.

**Managing Boundaries in the Digital Age**
We started this chapter by looking at how work-home boundaries can be challenged or crossed in either direction and how this can result in either conflicts or enrichment. We then moved on to explore how mobile technology, especially when used within multi-device ecologies, can challenge boundary management, before discussing how communication technologies are used and adopted to manage one’s availability and work-home boundaries. Together, this paints a picture of all the complex work required to create, maintain and manage these boundaries, for which support and guidance are often lacking.

Communication and mobile technologies have made it easier to stay connected and thus facilitate an integration between work and personal life. However, Kossek, Lautsch and Eaton (2006) found that segmentation is a strong predictor of wellbeing, consistent with Ashforth et al. (2000), and Hall and Richter (1988), who point out that integration can lead to negative consequences. While creating a sense of detachment from work can help recovery from work stress (Park et al., 2011), segmenting can also be more demanding from a psychological point of view (Ashforth et al., 2000): it is not always as easy to stop thinking or worrying about a personal matter or a work related issue, as it is to disable notifications.

Building on initial work looking at physical boundary artefacts (Nippert-Eng, 1996), more attention is being given to the role technology plays in boundary management. Most of these efforts fall under top-down policies and guidelines (e.g., Kossek et al., 2011), but more recently researchers have started to uncover bottom-up strategies that individuals can adopt (e.g., Cousins & Robey, 2015).

**Top-down Boundary Strategies**

One of the ways companies can influence people’s boundary strategies is through their own policies. In the past few years, several policies and government precautions have been put in place to in an attempt to help workers better manage work-home boundaries
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(Cecchinato, Fleck, Brid, & Cox, 2015). These build upon family-friendly programs (e.g., shared parental leave) and manifest an acknowledgement on the institutions’ side of personal life values, to help lessen the effects of role conflict. Additionally, companies that pay for employees’ devices or have Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policies are implicitly (or even explicitly in some cases) suggesting who is in control of boundary permeation (Grevet, 2014). In the first case (buying devices for employees), an employee may feel he or she is expected to be available around the clock; in the second case (adopting BYOD policies) workers might feel legitimised to take personal communications while at work (Fleck et al., 2015; Grevet, 2014). More recently, Boswell and collaborators have proposed a series of recommendations for organisations who want to help their employees manage after hour-work communications (Boswell et al., 2016).

A variety of organisations have adopted policies with the aim of supporting work-home boundary segmentation. For example, in April 2014 officials from the Swedish city Gothenburg launched a trial policy by adopting six-hour working days, expecting the mental and physical state of their employees to improve and their productivity to increase (Crew, 2015; Gee, 2014). The experiment lasted two years and ended in early 2017: the positive results of employees feeling healthier and more productive, however, were met with some scalability concerns by the government (Alderman, 2017). Other European countries have considered similar measures. For example, Germany’s labour minister has been considering an “anti-stress” law as a measure to reduce mental health issues connected to the constantly available paradigm (i.e., checking emails after working hours) and commissioned an investigation to determine binding thresholds (Stuart, 2014). More recently, the French government introduced a law on the “right to disconnect” at the beginning of 2017, whereby employers should negotiate with employees how to reduce work intruding in their personal
life, sanctioning companies who fail to clearly state what is expected of employees out of hours (Agence France - Presse, 2016).

All these examples assume a one-size fits all solution. However, how one manages work-home boundaries depends on several factors. To this end, we compared different professional groups within the same university and found that how email is managed across accounts and devices varies greatly based on personal preference, but also professional differences between staff in different roles (Cecchinato, Cox, et al., 2015b). As mentioned previously, each role comes with certain expectations and resources and rather than suggesting that all employees should stop checking emails after a certain hour, researchers have suggested offering training for employees to manage resources and expectations more consciously and effectively (Jahn, Klesel, Lemmer, & Weigel, 2016).

**Bottom-up Boundary Strategies**

Depending on one’s boundary preference for integration or segmentation, different boundary strategies may be adopted. However, individualised strategies are crafted in a dynamic and flexible way (Sturges, 2012), making it hard to know which ones to adopt. As emphasised by Chen and Karahanna (2014, p. 31), “given that cross-domain technology-mediated interruptions are unavoidable for today’s knowledge workers, a concerted effort is needed by technology designers, organizations, and knowledge workers to provide tools and techniques to alleviate negative effects”. Some researchers have started to at least identify types of boundary strategies and provide some actionable knowledge for individuals.

Christena Nippert-Eng (1996) identified interesting behaviours and artefacts used for managing boundaries, like having separate calendars or key chains for work and personal reasons. Kreiner et al. (2009) identified boundary work tactics pertinent to behavioural, temporal, physical, and communicative aspects. Of particular interest are the communicative...
tactics, identified as “setting expectations” and “confronting violations”. Despite this work being published in 2009 when mobile technology was already mainstream, there is very little mention about the role technology plays in creating and using these boundary tactics. The authors labelled a type of behavioural tactic as “leveraging on technology” but did not provide detailed examples of how their participants actually leveraged technology, other than relying on caller ID and voicemail. Olson-Buchanan and Boswell (2006) discuss how technology can be used to set appropriate boundaries. They found that when fewer boundaries around the use of communication technology during non-work time are set, more work interference on non-work occurs compared to when boundaries are put in place. Golden and Geisler (2007) were among the first to study the use of a device as a boundary management strategy. They interviewed 42 users about their use of a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) and found that participants used their devices to support their boundary style preference—whether integrating, segregating, or transcending boundaries between work and home. More recently, Cousins and Robey (2015) identified a series of tactics that can be put in place to manage psychological boundaries, including (1) designating certain rules for technology (e.g., having one phone for personal use and one for work use), (2) setting permeating rules (e.g., logging out of IM platforms when switching domain), or (3) creating connection/disconnection rules (e.g., turning off devices after a certain hour).

While the strategies presented in the previous paragraph offer a classification of boundary management behaviours, they do not provide actionable strategies that other users can pick up and use. To this end, Köffer, Anlauf, Ortbach and Niehaves (2015, p. 1) identified three strategies for boundary integration, and three for segmentation. These primarily refer to the use of company devices for only work or both work and personal reasons, and similarly the use of personal devices just for personal use or also for work
purposes. The authors emphasised the number of issues that users still encountered in fulfilling their boundary preferences, and in particular how those who tended to integrate work and personal life included also users who would prefer to segment the two domains but were not successful because they were unable to manage their technology. Other actionable strategies come from Jahn et al. (2016), who classified IT-related tactics based on how these tactics are put in place using technology: they can be automated (e.g., allowing automatic push notifications) or implemented manually (e.g., pulling information as a result of disabled notifications). Finally, Cecchinato and colleagues found that communication technology can be used to create microboundaries, i.e. strategies “to limit the impact of micro-role transitions caused by cross-domain technology mediated interruptions” (Cecchinato, Cox et al., 2015b, p. 3997). These strategies can be used to set social microboundaries, (e.g., disabling notifications when out for dinner); temporal microboundaries (e.g., setting restrictions on when certain apps or websites can be accessed); digital microboundaries (e.g., using separate applications to check work and personal emails); and physical microboundaries (e.g., taking off a smartwatch as a symbol of disconnecting from work) (Cecchinato et al., 2017).

Ultimately, microboundaries can be used by interaction designers and individuals as a way to introduce a designed friction when interacting with technology. These frictions could be as simple as a pop-up notification reminding a user of their intentions not to check work emails at certain times or in certain locations. Rather than encouraging seamless interactions, we have proposed the idea that for interactions to introduce small hurdles (or designed frictions), that can help users stop and reflect about what they are doing. In turn, this can help foster more mindful interactions with technology (Cox, Gould, Cecchinato, Iacovides, & Renfree, 2016). As technologies become more ubiquitous, we call for more work to explore how technology should be designed to support individuals’ boundary management practices.
Conclusions

Communication technologies have increased how easily, how frequently, and how many boundary transitions can occur on a daily basis between one’s several life roles. This can be problematic because disconnection from work is important for recovery from work-related stress. Similarly, to ensure focus and productivity, it is important to ensure some separation from personal matters while at work. Given the large number of people suffering from work-related stress, it is crucial to understand how individuals, policy-makers, and practitioners can help support better boundary management practices and thus better recovery. In this chapter, we have reviewed a large body of research, pointing out new trends that bring together two fields—occupational psychology and HCI—by combining literature on boundary theory, multi-device implications, and computer-mediated communication use. The two fields offer complementary views on the use of technology and its impact on our daily lives. By taking a social-constructionist view of technology, and particularly relying on one of the four concepts of SCOT—interpretive flexibility—we have emphasised how communication technologies can both support as well as challenge home-work boundary management. This approach has allowed us to identify strategies that individuals and organisations can rely on when socially constructing the boundaries between work and home domains.
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